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Deep Sea Fisher
CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS
This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a “Deep Sea Fisher”, in the “Agriculture and
Allied Industry” Sector and aims at building the following key competencies amongst the learner
Program Name

Deep Sea Fisher

Qualification Pack
Name & Reference ID.

AGR/Q5004, v1.0

Version No.

1.0

Pre-requisites to
Training




Training Outcomes

Deep Sea Fisher

Version Update Date

30/11/2018

Class 8th, preferably.
Must possess Certificate as per the regulatory requirements, if any

After completing this programme, participants will be able to:
 Prepare for deep sea fishing activity.
 Carry out deep sea fishing and onboard processing.
 Establish fish market linkages.
 Ensure safety, hygiene and sanitation practices for capture fisheries
and fishing assistance.
 Perform basic engine room, oiler and maintenance duties as per
instructions.
 Perform basic navigation and seamanship duties.
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This course encompasses 6 out of 6 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of “Deep Sea Fisher”
Qualification Pack issued by “Agriculture Skills Council of India”.
Sr.
No.
1

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Introduction




Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
04:00




Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
00:00

2

Corresponding
NOS Code
Bridge Module
Fishing
technology –
The fishing
vessel
Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
24:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5011

















Deep Sea Fisher

Define deep sea fishing.
State the roles and responsibilities of a Deep
Sea Fisher.
State the various opportunities for livelihood for
Deep Sea Fishers.
State the importance of skill training for Deep
Sea Fishers.

Describe various mechanized and nonmechanized fishing vessels used in deep sea
fishing.
Identify mechanized or non-mechanized crafts
to be used for deep sea fishing.
Ensure that the various systems of the fishing
vessel are working as per standard.
Describe the ROR- Fishing vessel Rule no. 26
(various lights and symbols using during day
and night by fishing vessel) and various flags
used by fishing vessel.
State basic chart information such as type of
charts and how to use them.
Select and map route on the chart.
Explain the importance of maintenance and
servicing of inboard engines.
Describe preventive maintenance, scheduled
maintenance, breakdown maintenance,
precaution before starting engine, precaution
for stopping engine and engine handling.
Describe the engine handling and
troubleshooting procedures such as starting,
power variation, speed variation, abnormal
smoke, abnormal pressure, abnormal
temperature, abnormal sound etc.
Explain concept of fuel saving efficiency.
Describe various methods to reduce the use
of fuel and General tips for fuel efficiency.
State the types and application of the
following navigation equipment:
o Gyro Compass, radar, magnetic
compass,
o autopilot, automatic radar plotting aid
displays, automatic tracking aid,
o speed and distance log device,

Equipment
Required
Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint)

Training Kit
(PowerPoint, Trainer
Guide), Mechanized
and nonmechanized fishing
vessel used for deep
sea fishing;
maintenance kit of
fishing vessel as per
the manufacturer’s
guidelines;
navigation
equipment ( Gyro
Compass, radar,
magnetic compass,
autopilot, automatic
radar plotting aid
displays, automatic
tracking aid, speed
and distance log
device, echo
sounder, electronic
chart display
information system,
automatic
identification
system, long range
tracking and
identification (LRIT)
system, rudder
angle indicator,
voyage data
recorder, rate of turn
indicator, GPS
Receiver, sound
reception system,
navigational lights,
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Fishing
technology –
Fishing
equipment and
accessories
Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5011














Deep Sea Fisher

echo sounder, electronic chart display
information system,
o automatic identification system,
o long range tracking and identification
(LRIT) system,
o rudder angle indicator,
o voyage data recorder,
o rate of turn indicator,
o GPS Receiver, sound reception
system,
o navigational lights, ship whistle,
daylight signalling lamp,
o pilot card,
o voyage plan,
o forecastle bell,
o manoeuvrings booklet,
o black ball shape,
o transmitting heading device,
o ship flags,
o RADAR, ECDIS, NAVTEX.
State the types and application of
communication equipment such as UHF/VHF
transceivers, satellite phones and DTH,
mobile phones, MF/HF/VHF RT set.
Describe various types of fishing operation
(pole and line, trolling and long lining).
Describe long line fishing operation such as
baiting, shooting, waiting and hauling.
List different types of fish finding equipment
such as Fishfinder – echo sounder,
fathometer, fish arches etc.
List the long line gear materials and
accessories such as details of main line (PA
monofilament), branch lines, snap line, swivel,
secondary leader, snood wire with hook, light
sticks, glow beads, float, float line, flag pole,
radio buoys, light buoys, radar reflectors etc
Explain the application of various fish
processing equipment such as gutting
machines, filet master, headmaster, wash
master, scale master etc.
State the various types of fishing nets and
rods.
Describe hygienic handling of fish catches
and fish preservation methods onboard.
Describe the use of various safety equipment
Such as personal floatation devices such as
lLife jackets or lifeboat; kill switch; fire
extinguisher; rope; signaling devices such as
handheld flair, rocket parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke signale; weather radio, ILR,
HRG Unit; etc.
Describe how are life-saving appliances such
as SART and EPIRB used.

Equipment
Required
ship whistle, daylight
signalling lamp, pilot
card, voyage plan,
forecastle bell,
maneuverings
booklet, black ball
shape, transmitting
heading device, ship
flags, RADAR,
ECDIS, NAVTEX.);
Communication
equipment:
(UHF/VHF
transceivers,
satellite phones and
DTH, mobile
phones, MF/HF/VHF
RT set)

Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
fish
finding
equipment
(fishfinder – echo
sounder, fathometer,
fish arches etc.);
long
line
gear
materials
and
accessories
(details of main line
(PA monofilament),
branch lines, snap
line,
swivel,
secondary
leader,
snood wire with
hook, light sticks,
glow beads, float,
float line, flag pole,
radio buoys, light
buoys,
radar
reflectors etc.); fish
processing
equipment (gutting
machines,
filet
master, headmaster,
wash master, scale
master etc.); fishing
nets and rods; Safety
equipment: Personal
floatation
devices
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4

Preparation for
deep sea
fishing



Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5011













Deep Sea Fisher

State the various types of an anchor and
supporting equipment such as Plow style,
Danforth anchors, mushroom anchor.
Describe how the right anchoring equipment
can be selected
State the Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) used in deep sea fishing such as
polarised sunglasses, sunscreen of required
sun protection factor, foul weather gear.

State marine fishery legislation in the maritime
states of India.
Identify guidelines and policies of deep sea
fishing as per the geography.
Ensure that the fishing permits, licence and
other necessary documents of the boat and
equipment being used for deep sea fishing
meets the requirement of local legislation.
List various common species of deep sea fish
and their use.
Identify habitat, habits and behaviour of the
types of fish to be caught.
Identify fish availability at sea, depth wise and
geotropically.
Check for the availability and condition of the
necessary first aid kit, safety equipment and
personal protective equipment (PPE) to cope
up with the bad weather condition.
Report any malfunction of the safety
equipment to the concerned authority.
Arrange for anchor and supporting equipment
as per the requirement.
Organise for crew members and provisions
such as food, water, ice and oil as per the
requirement.
Ensure complete list of crew members with
necessary details such as address,

Equipment
Required
such as lLife jackets
or lifeboat;
kill
switch;
fire
extinguisher; rope;
signaling
devices
such as handheld
flair,
rocket
parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke
signale;
weather
radio, ILR, HRG Unit;
etc.;
life-saving
appliances such as
SART and EPIRB;
Anchor supporting
equipment:
Plow
style,
Danforth
anchors, mushroom
anchor;
Personal
Protective
Equipment:
Polarised
sunglasses,
sunscreen
of
required
sun
protection factor, foul
weather gear.
Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
fish
finding
equipment
(fishfinder – echo
sounder, fathometer,
fish arches etc.);
long
line
gear
materials
and
accessories
(details of main line
(PA monofilament),
branch lines, snap
line, swivel,
secondary leader,
snood wire with
hook, light sticks,
glow beads, float,
float line, flag pole,
radio buoys, light
buoys, radar
reflectors etc.); fish
processing
equipment (gutting
machines, filet
master, headmaster,
wash master, scale
master etc.); fishing
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5

Deep Sea
Fishing




Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
40:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5012












Deep Sea Fisher

emergency contact and necessary personal
details are available.
Check the working condition of the processing
and storage equipment for deep sea fishing
and report any abnormalities to the concerned
authority.
Ensure that fish finding, navigation and
communication equipment are in good
working condition and appraise concerned
authority in case of any abnormality.
Arrange for fishing net, rod, longline gear
materials, live baits and other accessories
required for deep sea fishing.
Ensure the weather condition is suitable for
fishing.

Assess the weather condition before venturing
for deep sea fishing.
Ensure that the radio set is kept ‘ON’ at all
times to listen to coast guard warnings.
Locate prime fishing point.
Follow the captain’s instructions to locate the
area for the fishing.
Operate mechanized and non-mechanised
boats.
Navigate the boat as per the route plan to the
location of deep sea fishing.
List various types of baits used in fishing.
Select the bait depending on the variety of
fish.
Select a right fishing method such as Trolling,
chumming, cast a line up current, long lining,
tuna long lining fishing, etc. depending on the
area and the type of fish.
Explain the need of changing the bait
regularly.
Change bait at regular intervals to try different
methods to catch fish.

Equipment
Required
nets and rods;
Safety equipment:
Personal floatation
devices such as lLife
jackets or lifeboat;
kill switch; fire
extinguisher; rope;
signaling devices
such as handheld
flair, rocket
parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke
signale; weather
radio, ILR, HRG
Unit; etc.; life-saving
appliances such as
SART and EPIRB;
Anchor supporting
equipment: Plow
style, Danforth
anchors, mushroom
anchor; Personal
Protective
Equipment:
Polarised
sunglasses,
sunscreen of
required sun
protection factor,
foul weather gear.
Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
mechanized and
non-mechanized
fishing vessel used
for deep sea fishing;
maintenance kit of
fishing vessel as per
manufacturer’s
guidelines;
navigation
equipment (Gyro
Compass, radar,
magnetic compass,
autopilot, automatic
radar plotting aid
displays, automatic
tracking aid, speed
and distance log
device, echo
sounder, electronic
chart display
information system,
automatic
identification
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Deep Sea Fisher

State the importance of maintaining deck
equipment and their functioning during long
line fishing operation at deep sea fishing.
Ensure that the deck is maintained and ready
before hauling the catch.
Catch the fish as per the standard procedure
by taking all safety precautions.
Transfer the catch from the fishing gear to the
fishing vessel.
Ensure proper handling of fish
State the code of conduct of responsible
fisheries

Equipment
Required
system, long range
tracking and
identification (LRIT)
system, rudder
angle indicator,
voyage data
recorder, rate of turn
indicator, GPS
Receiver, sound
reception system,
navigational lights,
ship whistle, daylight
signalling lamp, pilot
card, voyage plan,
forecastle bell,
maneuverings
booklet, black ball
shape, transmitting
heading device, ship
flags, RADAR,
ECDIS, NAVTEX.);
Communication
equipment:
(UHF/VHF
transceivers,
satellite phones and
DTH, mobile
phones, MF/HF/VHF
RT set); fish finding
equipment
(fishfinder – echo
sounder, fathometer,
fish arches etc.);
long line gear
materials and
accessories
(details of main line
(PA monofilament),
branch lines, snap
line, swivel,
secondary leader,
snood wire with
hook, light sticks,
glow beads, float,
float line, flag pole,
radio buoys, light
buoys, radar
reflectors etc.); fish
processing
equipment (gutting
machines, filet
master, headmaster,
wash master, scale
master etc.); fishing
nets and rods;
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No.

Module

Deep Sea Fisher

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment
Required
Safety equipment:
Personal floatation
devices such as lLife
jackets or lifeboat;
kill switch; fire
extinguisher; rope;
signaling devices
such as handheld
flair, rocket
parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke
signale; weather
radio, ILR, HRG
Unit; etc.; life-saving
appliances such as
SART and EPIRB;
Anchor supporting
equipment: Plow
style, Danforth
anchors, mushroom
anchor; Personal
Protective
Equipment:
Polarised
sunglasses,
sunscreen of
required sun
protection factor,
foul weather gear.
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Sr.
No.
6

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Onboard Fish
Processing




Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
28:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5012
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Establishing
fish market
linkages
Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Deep Sea Fisher








Kill the fish using methods that do not damage
the quality of the fish.
Explain how to grade fish according to the
size using grading and sorting equipment.
List the advantages of sorting and grading.
List the types of grading and sorting
equipment such as grading boxes, custom
panel grader, grading, troughs.
Carryout sorting and grading as per the type
of the fish.
Describe various methods used to preserve
the catch.
Describe the need and procedure of gutting.
List the various equipment used in gutting.
Perform gutting operation manually or using
the machine to preserve catch for longer
duration of time.
Describe how to wash fish after gutting.
Wash gutted fish to remove blood and debris
and drive away bacteria from skin and gills.
Store the catch on portable shelves and
adjust the temperature to preserve the fish for
long time.
Unload the fish when the fishing vessel
returns to the port.
Perform sensory evaluation by appearance,
odor, flavor and texture of the catch to sort
and grade fish, using methods such as
triangle test, ranking test.
Demonstrate how to interpret readings of
Quality Index Method (QIM).
Tabulate sensory evaluation results using
Quality Index Method (QIM).
List various parameters to be considered
while evaluation the quality of fish.
Perform descriptive test to determine the
quality of the catch on a sample.
Analyse the results and sort fish accordingly.
Describe how to grade fish according to the
size using grading and sorting equipment.
Grade the catch according to the size by
using suitable graders.
Perform grading manually if the catch is not
fitting into the standard graders.
Identify potential buyers in the local market to
supply captured fish.
Identify export opportunities for deep sea fish
Identify aggregators of fish for exports.
Explain how to assess quality of captured fish
on various parameters.
Analyse market rate for the quality of the fish.
Explain how to forecast market demand for
various types of deep sea fish.

Equipment
Required
Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
grading and sorting
equipment: Grading
boxes, custom panel
grader, grading,
troughs; fish gutting
equipment

Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
fish packing and
transporting
materials
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Sr.
No.

8

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00




Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5013



Safety, hygiene
and sanitation
practices for
capture
fisheries and
fishing
assistance



Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5103
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Basic engine
room, oiler and
maintenance
duties

Deep Sea Fisher




Analyse benefit-cost ratio to determine price.
Supply fish to the buyer and brief the buyer
about the price.
List various methods to collect money from
the buyers/exporters.
Collect amount as per the pricing from the
buyer through various payment modes.
Organise for safe and timely transport of fish
to processing plants or to buyers.
Use safe working and emergency procedures
of all machinery used, their controls and
limitations.
Update self with areas such as seamanship,
rope work, working with nets and other
onboard fishing equipment, all life saving and
firefighting equipment on board, their uses
and applications.
Monitor pollution laws related to the disposal
of fish, fisheries management laws related to
fishing methods and gear, conservation laws
related to banned species.
Ensure adherence to safe operation of all
fishing electronic equipment.
Monitor international regulations for
preventing collisions pertaining to fishing
boats, and the CRZ pertaining to inshore
areas.
Update self with underwater dangers along
the fishing route.
Predict close quarter situations with other
boats/ships well in advance.
Apply emergency measures during rough
weather.
Demonstrate signals to exhibit while fishing.
Identify poisonous creatures that come up
with the catch and dispose of them safely.
Carry out use of all personal life saving
equipment on board, as and when required.
Monitor the effect of bacteria on fish, rate of
decomposition, how and why gutting prolongs
freshness, importance of chilling quickly.
Handle fish without bruising it, store without
crushing and in a hygienic manner.
Gather information about the risks, dangers
and limitations of fishing in the sea and other
water bodies.
Ensure the assistance provided can withstand
the rigors of the sea and other water bodies
and does not endanger life or damage
machinery.
Obtain work schedules and instructions from
engine room in-charge/master.
Describe marine inboard engines used in
fishing vessel and its working principle.

Equipment
Required

Training kit (Trainer
guide, PowerPoint);
safety equipment
(personal floatation
devices such as lLife
jackets or lifeboat;
kill switch; fire
extinguisher; rope;
signaling devices
such as handheld
flair, rocket
parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke
signale; weather
radio, ILR, HRG
Unit; etc.);
life-saving
appliances such as
SART and EPIRB;
anchor supporting
equipment (Plow
style, Danforth
anchors, mushroom
anchor); personal
Protective
Equipment:
Polarised
sunglasses,
sunscreen of
required sun
protection factor,
foul weather gear.

A fully functional
mechanized deep
sea fishing vessel of
less than 24m
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Module
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Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5014


























Deep Sea Fisher

Explain the terminology, classification,
working principles of 2 & 4 stroke engine,
valve & port timing diagram, comparison of 2
& 4 stroke engine and its efficiency.
Describe the basics of diesel engine system,
starting system, cooling system, lubrication
system and fuel system.
State the basics of starter motor, its function &
maintenance.
Take necessary safety precautions while
working with the engine with respect to
electrical equipment, thermal and chemical
exposure, moving parts, etc.
Inspect, operate and test all machinery and
equipment as per instructions.
Assist in the safe and efficient operation of the
propulsion machinery and auxiliary equipment
Monitor the operational parameters and
condition of machinery.
Employ engine handling procedures as and
when required as per instructions.
Procedures: starting, power variation, speed
variation, etc.
Examine machinery for specified pressure,
flow and adequacy of lubricant.
Fill oil and grease reservoirs according to
machinery lubrication SOP.
Read pressure and temperature gauges.
Clean strainers and filters in various systems.
Perform servicing of fuel injector and fuel
injection pump.
State the basics about lead acid batteries
maintenance & uses onboard vessel.
Identify maintenance activities to be
performed.
Perform a visual inspection of the vessel to
identify the need for maintenance or repair
work and inform the master.
Collect the appropriate material and
equipment such as hand tools, power tools
and PPEs from the store.
Clean the rust, oil paint, grease, salt and dirt
from the surface of the vessel and its
equipment as per the stated procedure.
Perform surface painting as per SOP
(standard operating procedure).
Dispose of paint residues, solvents, etc. In an
environment-friendly manner.
Execute planning, sawing and make joints
and other carpentry operations.
Change plugs, replace bulbs and tubes, rig up
cluster lights and portable lamps, as required.
Connect severed electrical wires, test for
current using testing equipment.

Equipment
Required
length, hand tools
and power tools used
in engine
maintenance
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Module

Key Learning Outcomes
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Basic
seamanship
and navigation
activities




Theory
Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00

Deep Sea Fisher







Equipment
Required

Adhere to isolation and emergency
procedures in case of electrical maintenance
work.
Perform basic preventive maintenance of
power tools as per manufacturer’s instructions
and maintenance schedule.
Perform lubrication of various deck equipment
and wires as per the lubrication plan using
grease guns and oiling equipment.
Keep working area clean, neat and in orderly
condition.
Perform servicing of the fuel injector and fuel
injection pump.
Maintain cleanliness of main engine and
auxiliary units.
Check stowage and security of the engine
room stores.
Check tanks for adequacy of fuel, water,
slops, ballast, etc.
Check operating and standby equipment for
repair and maintenance requirement.
Respond to engine room alarms as per
established procedures.
Response procedures: response to abnormal
smoke, abnormal pressure, abnormal
temperature, abnormal sound etc.
Check for basic repair and fitting requirement
for different engine and machine parts.
Use hand tools such as bench vice, filing
tools, marking tools and tapping tools for
basic fitting repairs.
Use power tools such as drill machine for
grinding and drilling.
Check for secured joints, leakages and
robustness.
Test the fitted equipment prior to use.
Update engine room and maintenance log
regularly.
Notify the master in event of any serious
occurrence or irregularity in operation.
Obtain mooring plan from the master.
Check the condition of messenger, heaving
line, stopper and mooring ropes.
Clean, maintain non-slip mooring deck and
keep snap-back zone clear.
Signal to linesman when sending heaving line
ashore as per established signals.
Lay out mooring rope, prepare heaving line
and stopper following necessary precautions.
Necessary precautions: arrange one standby
spare heaving line; monitor stress of mooring
rope; control mooring rope speed when
paying out/heaving up; etc.
Monitor vessel movement/clearance.
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Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment
Required


Corresponding
NOS Code
AGR/N5015

Total Duration

Deep Sea Fisher

Make various knots, bends, hitches and
whipping on ends of the rope, and various
splices of ropes as required.
 Make and fit building grips like the ‘U’ of the
grip.
 Use knotting, splicing and stoppers for rigging.
 Securely rig and unrig safety nets, rat guards,
bosun’s chair, pilot ladders, etc.
 Place blocks and tackles on the vessel to
secure the fish and equipment during handling
operations.
 Takeover bridge activity from incumber after
checking the activities to be undertaken.
 Maintain lookout and general surveillance of
the vessel.
 Watch for changes in environment weather
conditions, obstacles in the course and
possible collisions.
 Identify other vessels in operation using AIS
(automatic identification system).
 Identify the sound, light and flag signals
pertaining to ships’ operations and maneuvers
and report.
 Assess the values displayed in global
positioning system (GPS) and radar and
integrate them in the tasks.
 Locate the position using latitude and
longitude on the chart.
 Observe the direction of the ship's head on a
gyro-compass (gyro course) and magnetic
compass periodically.
 Observe the waves and swell and estimate
the water state as per the Beaufort scale.
 Take readings of a thermometer, barometer,
hygrometer, etc.
 Identify the location of the ship on a map by
reading the latitude and longitude.
 Identify navigational lighthouses, buoys and
shapes.
 Hoist any combination of flag and signs on the
halyards as required.
 Identify different geographies and location,
major navigation river routes on the chart.
 Report any sighting and hearing of any sound
signals to the on-duty staff.
 Raise alarm and warn about potential
emergency situations as per established
emergency response procedure.
 Record bridge activity, observations and
communicate to authorized personnel.
 Handover the required details to the reliever.
Unique Equipment Required:
Training Kit (LCD/Projector, Whiteboard, markers, PowerPoint, Trainer
Guide), mechanized and non-mechanized fishing vessel used for deep
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Sr.
No.

Module
Theory
Duration
100:00
Practical
Duration
200:00

Equipment
Required
sea fishing; maintenance kit of fishing vessel as per manufacturer’s
guidelines; navigation equipment ( Gyro Compass, radar, magnetic
compass, autopilot, automatic radar plotting aid displays, automatic
tracking aid, speed and distance log device, echo sounder, electronic
chart display information system, automatic identification system, long
range tracking and identification (LRIT) system, rudder angle indicator,
voyage data recorder, rate of turn indicator, GPS Receiver, sound
reception system, navigational lights, ship whistle, daylight signalling
lamp, pilot card, voyage plan, forecastle bell, maneuverings booklet,
black ball shape, transmitting heading device, ship flags, RADAR, ECDIS,
NAVTEX.); Communication equipment: (UHF/VHF transceivers, satellite
phones and DTH, mobile phones, MF/HF/VHF RT set); fish finding
equipment (fishfinder – echo sounder, fathometer, fish arches etc.); long
line gear materials and accessories (details of main line (PA
monofilament), branch lines, snap line, swivel, secondary leader, snood
wire with hook, light sticks, glow beads, float, float line, flag pole, radio
buoys, light buoys, radar reflectors etc.); fish processing equipment
(gutting machines, filet master, headmaster, wash master, scale master
etc.); fishing nets and rods; Safety equipment: Personal floatation devices
such as life jackets or lifeboat; kill switch; fire extinguisher; rope;
signaling devices such as handheld flair, rocket parachute (distress
rocket) or smoke signale; weather radio, ILR, HRG Unit; etc.; life-saving
appliances such as SART and EPIRB; Anchor supporting equipment:
Plow style, Danforth anchors, mushroom anchor; Personal Protective
Equipment: Polarised sunglasses, sunscreen of required sun protection
factor, foul weather gear; fish packing and transporting materials
Key Learning Outcomes

Grand Total Course Duration: 300 Hours, 0 Minutes
(This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved by Agriculture Skill Council of India)

Deep Sea Fisher
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Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: “Agriculture Skill Council of India”
mapped to Qualification Pack: “AGR/Q5004 v1.0”
Sr.
No.
1

Area

Details

Description

The Trainer for Deep Sea Fisher is responsible for training a learner to be
able to capture deep sea fishes using mechanized boats as well as
process and store the fish so that spoilage can be reduced, and best fish
is provided to the customer.
The individual must be well groomed, attentive, and comfortable with multitasking and disciplined; have good communication skills and attention to
detail; respect confidentiality and have a positive attitude and
dependability.
Diploma in Fisheries

2

Personal
Attributes

3

Minimum
Educational
Qualifications
Domain
Certification
Platform
Certification

4a
4b

5

Experience

Deep Sea Fisher

Certified for Job Role: “Deep Sea Fisher” mapped to QP: “AGR/Q5004,
v1.0”. Minimum accepted score is 80%.
Recommended that the Trainer is certified for the Job Role: “Trainer”,
mapped to the Qualification Pack: “MEP/Q0102”. Minimum accepted as
per respective SSC guidelines is 80%.
• Bachelors in Fishery Sc.
• B.Sc. (Fisheries) with 1 Year of experience in relevant field
• B.Sc. (Zoology) with 2 Years of experience in relevant field
• Diploma in Fisheries with 3 Years of experience in relevant field
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Annexure: Assessment Criteria

Job Role: Deep Sea Fisher
Qualification Pack: AGR/Q5004, V1.0
Sector Skill Council: Agriculture Skill Council of India
Guidelines for Assessment:
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each Performance Criteria
(PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory
and Skills Practical for each PC.
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC.
3. Assessment will be conducted for all compulsory NOS, and where applicable, on the selected elective/option NOS/set of
NOS.
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below).
5. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each examination /
training center based on this criterion.
6. To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a minimum of 70% of aggregate marks to successfully clear the
assessment.
7. In case of unsuccessful completion, the trainee may seek reassessment on the Qualification Pack.

Compulsory NOS
Total Marks: 600
Assessment
Assessment Criteria for outcomes
outcomes
AGR/N5011
Prepare
for
deep sea fishing

Deep Sea Fisher

Marks Allocation
Total
Marks

Out of

Theory

Skills
Practical

100

6

3

3

PC2. ensure that the fishing permits, license and
other necessary documents of the boat and
equipment being used for deep sea fishing
meets the requirement

6

3

3

PC3. ensure that the various systems of the
fishing vessel are working as per the standard

8

3

5

PC4. select and map out the route on the chart
PC5. check for the availability and condition of
the necessary first aid kit, safety equipment and
personal protective equipment (PPE) to cope up
with the bad weather condition

6
5

2
2

4
3

PC6. report any malfunction of the safety
equipment to the concerned authority

5

2

3

PC7. arrange for anchor and supporting
equipment as per the requirement

7

3

4

PC8. arrange for provisions such as food, water,
ice and oil as per instructions

6

2

4

PC1. identify mechanized vessel used for deep
sea fishing
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AGR/N5012
Carry out deep
sea fishing and
onboard
processing

Deep Sea Fisher

PC9. store provisions such as food, water, ice
and oil in the required quantity on the vessel

6

2

4

PC10. prepare the list of crew members with
necessary details such as address, emergency
contact and necessary personal details

4

2

2

PC11. check the working condition of the
processing and storage equipment for deep sea
fishing and report any abnormalities to the
concerned authority

8

3

5

PC12. ensure that fish finding, navigation and
communication equipment are in good working
condition

8

3

5

PC13. arrange for fishing net, rod, longline gear
materials, live baits and other accessories
required for deep sea fishing

8

3

5

PC14. arrange for anchor and supporting
equipment as per the requirement

8

3

5

PC15. report any malfunction of the equipment
to the concerned authority for repair or
replacing before venture

5

2

3

PC16. ensure the fishing expedition is
undertaken when the weather condition is
suitable for fishing

4

2

2

100
4

40
2

60
2

PC2. receive coast guard warning on the radio
and follow it at all times

3

1

2

PC3. locate the area for the fishing as per the
captain’s instructions

3

1

2

PC4. operate mechanized and non-mechanized
boats as per the captain’s instructions

8

3

5

PC5. navigate the boat as per the route plan to
the location of deep sea fishing

6

3

3

PC6. select and change the bait depending on
the variety of fish and different methods
employed for catching fish

5

2

3

PC7. employ the right fishing method depending
on the area and the type of fish

6

3

3

PC8. maintain the deck to be ready for hauling
the catch

4

2

2

PC9. catch the fish as per the standard
procedure by taking all safety precautions

5

2

3

PC10. transfer the catch from the fishing gear to
the fishing vessel without damage to the fish

5

2

3

PC11. kill the fish using methods that do not
damage the quality of the fish

4

1

3

PC1. assess the weather condition before
venturing for deep sea fishing

Total
100
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AGR/N5013
Establish
fish
market linkages

AGR/N5103
Ensure safety,
hygiene
and
sanitation
practices
for
capture
fisheries
and

Deep Sea Fisher

PC12. perform a sensory evaluation of the catch
to sort and grade fish

5

2

3

PC13. tabulate sensory evaluation results using
Quality Index Method (QIM)

5

2

3

PC14. perform descriptive test to determine the
quality of the catch on a sample

5

2

3

PC15. analyse the results and sort the fish
accordingly

4

1

3

PC16. grade the catch according to the size by
using suitable graders

5

2

3

PC17. perform grading manually if the catch
does not fit into the standard graders

3

1

2

PC18. perform gutting operation manually or
using the machine to preserve catch for a longer
duration of time

5

2

3

PC19. wash gutted fish to remove blood and
debris and drive away bacteria from skin and
gills
PC20. store the catch on portable shelves and
adjust the temperature to preserve the fish for
a long time

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC21. unload the fish when the fishing vessel
returns to the port

5

2

3

100
15

40
6

60
9

PC2. identify aggregators of fish for exports

15

6

9

PC3. analyse market rate for the quality of the
fish

15

6

9

PC4. analyse benefit-cost ratio to determine
price
PC5. supply fish to the buyer and brief the buyer
about the price

15

6

9

14

6

8

PC6. collect amount as per the pricing from the
buyer

12

4

8

PC7. organise for safe and timely transport of
fish to processing plants or to buyers

14

6

8

100
7

40
4

60
3

12

7

5

PC1. identify potential buyers in the local market
to supply captured fish

PC1. use safe working and emergency
procedures of all machinery used, their controls
and limitations
PC2. update self with areas such as seamanship,
rope work, working with nets and other onboard
fishing equipment, all life saving and firefighting
equipment on board, their uses and applications

Total
100

Total
100
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fishing
assistance

AGR/N5014:
Perform basic
engine
room,
oiler
and
maintenance
duties as per
instructions

Deep Sea Fisher

PC3. monitor pollution laws related to the
disposal of fish, fisheries management laws
related to fishing methods and gear,
conservation laws related to banned species

7

4

3

PC4. ensure adherence to safe operation of all
fishing electronic equipments

7

3

4

PC5. monitor international regulations for
preventing collisions pertaining to fishing boats,
and the CRZ pertaining to inshore areas

7

4

3

PC6. update self with underwater dangers along
the fishing route

5

3

3

PC7. predict close quarter situations with other
boats/ships well in advance

5

3

3

PC8. apply emergency measures during rough
weather

5

2

4

PC9. demonstrate signals to exhibit while fishing
PC10. identify poisonous creatures that come up
with the catch and dispose of them safely

5
5

2
2

4
4

PC11. carry out use of all personal life saving
equipment on board, as and when required

5

2

4

PC12. monitor the effect of bacteria on fish, rate
of decomposition, how and why gutting
prolongs freshness, importance of chilling
quickly
PC13. handle fish without bruising it, store
without crushing and in a hygienic manner

5

2

4

5

2

4

PC14. update self with knowledge of risks,
dangers and limitations of fishing in the sea and
other water bodies

5

3

3

PC15. ensure the assistance provided can
withstand the rigors of the sea and other water
bodies and does not endanger life or damage
machinery

5

2

4

100
2

45
1

55
1

PC2. take necessary safety precautions while
working with the engine with respect to
electrical equipment, thermal and chemical
exposure, moving parts, etc.

3

1

2

PC3. inspect, operate and test all machinery and
equipment as per instructions

3

1

2

PC4. assist in the safe and efficient operation of
the propulsion machinery and auxiliary
equipment

3

1

2

PC5. monitor the operational parameters and
condition of machinery

3

1

2

PC1. obtain work schedules and instructions
from engine room in-charge/master

Total
100
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PC6. employ engine handling procedures as and
when required as per instructions

3

1

2

PC7. examine machinery for specified pressure,
flow and adequacy of lubricant

3

1

2

PC8. fill oil and grease reservoirs according to
machinery lubrication SOP

3

1

2

PC9. interpret pressure and temperature gauges
PC10. clean strainers and filters in various
systems

2
3

1
1

1
2

PC11. perform servicing of the fuel injector and
fuel injection pump

3

1

2

PC12. maintain cleanliness of main engine and
auxiliary units

2

1

1

PC13. check stowage and security of the engine
room stores

3

1

2

PC14. check tanks for adequacy of fuel, water,
slops, ballast, etc.

2

1

1

PC15. check operating and standby equipment
for repair and maintenance requirement

3

1

2

PC16. respond to engine room alarms as per
established procedures

3

1

2

PC17. check for basic repair and fitting
requirement for different engine and machine
parts

3

1

2

PC18. use hand tools such as bench vice, filing
tools, marking tools and tapping tools for basic
fitting repairs

3

1

2

PC19. use power tools such as drill machine for
grinding and drilling

3

1

2

PC20. check for secured joints, leakages and
robustness

3

1

2

PC21. test the fitted equipment prior to use
PC22. identify general maintenance activities to
be performed with respect to painting,
electrical, carpentry and lubrication

3
3

1
1

2
2

PC23. perform a visual inspection of the vessel
to identify the need for maintenance or repair
work and inform the

3

1

2

PC24. collect the appropriate material and
equipment such as hand tools, power tools and
PPEs from the store

3

1

2

PC25. clean the rust, oil paint, grease, salt and
dirt from the surface of the vessel and its
equipment as per the stated procedure

3

1

2
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AGR/N5015:
Perform basic
seamanship and
navigation
activities

Deep Sea Fisher

PC26. perform surface painting as per SOP
(standard operating procedure)

3

1

2

PC27. dispose of paint residues, solvents, etc. in
an environment-friendly manner

3

1

2

PC28. execute planning, sawing and making
joints and other carpentry operations

3

1

2

PC29. change plugs, replace bulbs and tubes, rig
up cluster lights and portable lamps, as required

3

1

2

PC30. connect severed electrical wires, test for
current using testing equipment

3

1

2

PC31. adhere to isolation and emergency
procedures in case of electrical maintenance
work

2

1

1

PC32. perform basic preventive maintenance of
power tools as per manufacturer’s instructions
and maintenance schedule

3

1

2

PC33. perform lubrication of various deck
equipment and wires as per the lubrication plan
using grease guns and oiling equipment

3

1

2

PC34. keep working area clean, neat and in
orderly condition

2

1

1

PC35. update engine room and maintenance log
regularly

2

1

1

PC36. notify the in-charge/master in event of
any serious occurrence or
irregularity in operation

2

1

1

100
3

36
1

64
2

PC2. check the condition of messenger, heaving
line, stopper and mooring ropes

3

1

2

PC3. clean, maintain non-slip mooring deck and
keep snap-back zone clear

3

1

2

PC4. signal to linesman when sending heaving
line ashore as per established signals

5

2

3

PC5. lay out mooring rope, prepare heaving line
and stopper following necessary precautions

5

2

3

PC6. monitor vessel movement/clearance
PC7. make various knots, bends, hitches and
whipping on ends of the rope, and various
splices of ropes as required

3
5

1
2

2
3

PC8. make and fit building grips like the ‘U’ of the
grip

5

2

3

PC9. use knotting, splicing and stoppers for
rigging

5

2

3

PC1. obtain mooring plan from the incharge/master

Total
100
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PC10. rig and unrig safety nets, rat guards,
bosun’s chair, pilot ladders, etc. securely

5

2

3

PC11. place blocks and tackles on the vessel to
secure the fish and equipment during handling
operations

3

1

2

PC12. takeover bridge activity from incumber
after checking the activities to be undertaken

3

1

2

PC13. maintain lookout and general surveillance
of the vessel

4

1

3

PC14. identify changes in environment weather
conditions, obstacles in the course and possible
collisions while keeping a watch

5

2

3

PC15. identify other vessels in operation using
automatic identification system (AIS)

3

1

2

PC16. identify the sound, light and flag signals
pertaining to vessels’ operations and maneuvers
and report

4

1

3

PC17. assess the values displayed in global
positioning system (GPS) and radar and
integrate them in the tasks

3

1

2

PC18. identify the location of the vessel on a
map by reading the latitude and longitude

3

1

2

PC19. observe the direction of the vessel's head
on a gyro-compass (gyro course) and magnetic
compass periodically

3

1

2

PC20. observe the waves and swell and estimate
the water state as per the Beaufort scale

3

1

2

PC21. take readings of a thermometer,
barometer, hygrometer, etc.

3

1

2

PC22. identify navigational lighthouses, buoys
and shapes

3

1

2

PC23. hoist any combination of flag and signs on
the halyards as required

3

1

2

PC24. identify different geographies and
location, major navigation river routes on the
chart

3

1

2

PC25. report any sighting and hearing of any
sound signals to the on-duty staff

3

1

2

PC26. raise alarm and warn about potential
emergency situations as per established
emergency response procedure

3

1

2

PC27. record bridge activity, observations and
communicate to authorized personnel

3

1

2
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PC28. handover the required details to the
reliever
Total

Deep Sea Fisher

3

1

2

100

35

65
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